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The fence that can be 
depended upon

I/i A» 11 uK/iii: IkY' kKlfnm/i)I, 11,

f ; CiHd
r<Looksias Neat When Stretched on 

the Posts as It Does in the Picture

reasons for their lasting service

• *

“Frost Fences” --

There are leaders in every industry—those to ho have won the -right to 
success—those who can honestly say that their goods are~the '‘best."

If you really get all this in any fence that 
you may purchase, we frankly tell you that 
you will be well satisfied, but we have 
good reasons for believing that the “Frost 
Fence is the only one made that comes 
up to this high standard.

■ 1

■ ■ 
J|^_ ■“Frost Fences” have given satisfaction for 1. A wire full gauge, like “Frost” wire, 

so long and are so well and favorably known,
that we are entitled to use the word “best” 2. A wire as strong and as well galvan- 
in the full meaning of the term. The farm- ized as “Frost" wire, 
ers of Canada learned long ago that the 
“Frost Fence"wasagood, tireless servant— 
one that gave the most lasting and 4. A woven fence with uprights straight 
satisfactory service. Yet, we only ask and evenly spaced, like in “Frost 
reasonable prices, and in return give you Woven Fence." 
the “best" fence that can be bought at 
any price.

3. A lock as tight as the “Frost” lock.

N.B.—Remember, when buying a fence 
you stand to make or lose a good deal of —
money! Isn’t it worth one cent and the H
time it takes to put down your name and 

6. A woven fence without kinks in the address to find out about the “best" fence 
lateral wires, but with a natural wave Send a post card right now for full nar 
for “give and take," as in “Frost Woven ticulars regarding “Frost Fence"—the 
1<ences* “best" fence. It will pay you to do so.

5. A woven fence with even length lateral 
wires, making stretching easy.The question for the farmer to-day is not 

“Can I afford to have a ‘Frost Fence’?" 
but, “Cat. 1 afford not to have a * Frost 
Fence’?" Demand the following of all 
fence manufacturers:

The Frost Wire Fence Company, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario
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